Introduction
In a recent paper (Parry, 1998, p. 64) 
, I argued that the justification of PE activities lies in their capacity to facilitate the development of certain human excellences of a valued kind. Of course, the problem now lies in specifying those 'human excellences of a valued kind', and (for anyone) this task leads us into the area of philosophical anthropology.
I suggested that the way forward for Physical Education lies in the philosophical anthropology (and the ethical ideals) of Olympism, which provide a specification of a variety of human values and excellences which:
• have been attractive to human groups over an impressive span of time and space
• have contributed massively to our historically developed conceptions of ourselves
• have helped to develop a range of artistic and cultural conceptions that have defined Western culture.
• have produced a range of physical activities that have been found universally satisfying and challenging.
Although physical activities are widely considered to be pleasurable, their likelihood of gaining wide acceptance lies rather in their intrinsic value, which transcends the simply hedonic or relative good. Their ability to furnish us with pleasurable experiences depends upon our prior recognition in them of opportunities for the development and expression of valued human excellences. They are widely considered to be such opportunities for the expression of valued human excellences because, even when as local instantiations, their object is to challenge our common human propensities and abilities.
I claimed that Olympic ideals may be seen not merely as inert 'ideals', but living ideas which have the power to remake our notions of sport in education, seeing sport not as mere physical activity but as the cultural and developmental activity of an aspiring, achieving, well-balanced, educated and ethical individual. This paper seeks to make good that claim by trying to develop a case for Physical Education as Olympic Education. I begin by setting out various accounts and conceptions of the Olympic Idea; then I suggest a unifying and organising account of the philosophical anthropology of Olympism; and this is followed by the practical application of that account in two examples of current ethical issues. Finally, I seek to present an account of Physical Education as Olympic Education.
The Olympic Idea
For most people, I suppose, the word 'Olympic' will conjure up images of the Olympic Games, either ancient or modern. The focus of their interest will be a twoweek festival of sport held once in every four years between elite athletes representing their countries or city-states in inter-communal competition.
Most people, too, will have heard of an 'Olympiad'. Although it is sometimes thought to refer to a particular Games, it refers in fact to a four-year period, whose opening is celebrated by a Games, during which a Games may or may not be held. So: the Sydney Games are properly referred to not as the XXVII Games (since there have been only twenty-four, three having been cancelled due to World Wars) but as the Games of the XXVII Olympiad (see de Coubertin, 1929, pp. 110-1) .
Fewer, however, will of heard of 'Olympism', the philosophy developed by the founder of the modern Olympic Movement, Baron Pierre de Coubertin (1863 Coubertin ( -1937 , a French aristocrat who had been much influenced by the British Public School tradition of sport in education. This philosophy has as its focus of interest not just the elite athlete, but everyone; not just a short truce period, but the whole of life; not just competition and winning, but also the values of participation and co-operation; not just sport as an activity, but also as a formative and developmental influence contributing to desirable characteristics of individual personality and social life.
For Olympism is a social philosophy which emphasises the role of sport in world development, international understanding, peaceful co-existence, and social and moral education. De Coubertin understood, towards the end of the nineteenth century, that sport was about to become a major growth point in popular culture -and that, as physical activity grounded in rule-adherence, it was apparently universalisable, providing a contact point across cultures.
A universal philosophy by definition applies to everyone, regardless of nation, race, gender, social class, religion or ideology, and so the Olympic Movement has worked for a coherent universal representation of itself -a concept of Olympism which identifies a range of values to which each nation can sincerely commit itself whilst at the same time finding for the general idea a form of expression which is unique to itself, generated by its own culture, location, history, tradition and projected future.
De Coubertin, being a product of late nineteenth-century liberalism, emphasised the values of equality, fairness, justice, respect for persons, rationality and understanding, autonomy, and excellence. These are values which span nearly 3000 years of Olympic history, although some of them may be differently interpreted at different times. De Coubertin said: "But now Olympia ... has been rebuilt or rather renovated under forms which are different because modern, yet steeped in a kindred atmosphere." (1906, p. 16 ).
They are, basically, the main values of liberal humanism -or perhaps we should say simply humanism, since socialist societies seem to have found little difficulty in including Olympic ideals into their overall ideological stance towards sport, and it is not clear in what sense ancient Greek society might be considered 'liberal'.
The contemporary task for the Olympic Movement is to further this project: to try to see more clearly what its Games (and sport in wider society) might come to mean. This task will be both at the level of ideas and of action. If the practice of sport is to be pursued and developed according to Olympic values, the theory must strive for a conception of Olympism which will support that practice. The ideal should seek both to sustain sports practice against unjust criticism (where it exists) and to lead sport towards a vision of Olympism which will help to deal with the challenges which are bound to emerge 1 .
Conceptions of Olympism
Side-stepping, for present purposes, the interesting debate about the relation between ancient ideals and values, and those of modern 'revivalists' 2 , let me try to set out some of the many modern attempts that there have been to capture the meaning of Olympism, to try to give a flavour of the idea in all its complexity. I simply report others' positions, in the main, but occasionally I take the opportunity to comment on some theme, where it seems necessary or useful.
1.
Contemporary Official Sources:
The ii. self-improvement (developing one's abilities)
iii. amateurism -with its connotations of (i) 'nobility' and (ii) 'chivalry'.
(a) However, de Coubertin was critical of the kind of social inequality sometimes reinforced by assumptions and practices related to class privilege in discussions of the value of amateurism. For example, he fulminates against "the English of England, and on their heels the English of the Dominions" (1924, p. 94 ii.
An aristocracy, an elite (but egalitarian and meritocratic) iii.
Chivalry (comradeship and rivalry -suspension of exclusively national sentiments) iv.
Truce (the temporary cessation of quarrels, disputes and misunderstandings): "... to interrupt their struggles for a moment in order to celebrate loyal and courteous muscular Games." v.
Rhythm (the Olympiad) vi.
The Young Adult Male Individual. "It follows from what I have said that the true Olympic hero is in my view the adult male individual," (p. 133) who alone should be able to enter the Altis, or sacred enclosure. This means that team games will be at best secondary, taking place outside the modern Altis ("... fittingly honoured, but in the second rank."). It also means that women "could also take part here if it is judged necessary," although de Coubertin himself thought that they had no place even in the second rank. He says:
"I personally do not approve of the participation of women in public competitions, which is not to say that they must abstain from practising a great number of sports, provided they do not make a public spectacle of themselves. In the Olympic Games, as in the contests of former times, their primary role should be to crown the victors. " (p. 133) He is at least consistent on this:
"I still think that contact with feminine athletics is bad for him (the modern athlete) and that these athletics should be excluded from the Olympic programme" (1934, p. 129) .
"As to the admission of women to the Games, I remain strongly against it. It was against my will that they were admitted to a growing number of competitions." (1928, p. 106).
There are very important corollaries of this kind of statement. For example, those who simply disparage the Muslim doctrine of 'separate but equal development' should notice the echoes of that view in de Coubertin's work, in the practice of the Ancient Olympics, and in the educational ideology of single-sex schooling throughout Europe. And those who, on other issues, call upon the authority of the thought of de Coubertin or of ancient practices to support their views, should notice that such 'authority' does not necessarily derive from justifiable principle, and does not necessarily support their other views.
vii.
Beauty -artistic and literary creation: "intellectual manifestations organised around the Games", so as to promote "civilisation, truth, and human dignity, as well as ... international relations." (pp. 133-4) viii. Peace, promoted by mutual respect based on mutual understanding.
ix.
Let us also add: participation and competition. De Coubertin (1908, pp. 19-20) The Olympic Games were revived by the Baron de Coubertin, Brundage says, to:
i. bring to the attention of the world the fact that a national program of physical training and competitive sport will not only develop stronger and healthier boys and girls but also, and perhaps more important, will make better citizens through the character building that follows participation in properly administered amateur sport;
ii.
demonstrate the principles of fair play and good sportsmanship, which could be adopted with great advantage in many other spheres of activity;
iii.
stimulate interest in the fine arts through exhibitions and demonstrations, and thus contribute to a broader and more well rounded life; iv.
teach that sport is play for fun and enjoyment and not to make money, and that with devotion to the task at hand the reward will take care of itself; the philosophy of amateurism as contrasted to that of materialism; v.
create international amity and good will, thus leading to a happier and more peaceful world." (p. 39)
The Philosophical Anthropology of Olympism
What are we to make of this bewildering welter of ideas, offered by various writers as values, aims, goals or principles of Olympism, the Olympic Movement or the Olympic Games? The ideas so far presented are highly suggestive, but they are not systematic or coherent, and I have been able to discuss only a fraction of them, and only at a relatively superficial level.
We need to try to find a way to organise our thoughts in relation to all these ideas in order, if possible, to pull them together into a framework that renders some version of them systematic and coherent.
My guiding thought lies in the status of Olympism as a social, political and educational ideology. Any such ideology necessarily appeals to a philosophical anthropology -an idealised conception of the human being towards which the ideology strives in its attempted social reproduction of the individual. Social anthropology is the investigation of whole cultures, which are preferably, from the point of view of the researcher, quite alien to the researcher's own society 8 . A social anthropologist investigates the living instantiations of human nature -the quite different kinds of human nature that are to be found around the world -practically, scientifically, through observation and social scientific methodology.
A philosophical anthropologist, however, tries to create a theory about human nature by thinking about the human being at the most general level. Hoberman (1984, p. 2) writes about the differing political conceptions of sport, but finds it necessary to refer to several levels of explanation and theorising: Paleologos (1982, p. 63) echoes the mythical origins of the Ancient Games in the deeds of one of the great heroes of antiquity, Hercules:
"With the twelve labours depicted by the bas-reliefs on the two metopes of the Temple (of Zeus), the world is presented with the content of the moral teachings which Olympia intended with the Games."
The idea is that the sculptures of the demi-God Hercules in Olympia performed a morally educative function, standing as role models, especially for the athletes who were there to train for the Games, of physical, moral and intellectual virtue: • with a view to creating lasting personal human relationships of friendship;
• international relationships of peace, toleration and understanding;
• and cultural alliances with the arts That's the general idea -a conception of the human being who is capable of being and doing those things.
Ethical Applications
Now we must ask ourselves: just how does that relate to ethical aspects of participation in sport? There are two ways applying this kind of approach:
1. When we try to state the philosophical anthropology of Olympism -when we attempt to describe what the ideal conception of the human being is from the Olympic perspective -that statement itself will straight away throw up ethical principles. The specification will already be packed with ethical indicators.
For example, consider the value of respect for persons. If we are interested in individual development we are obviously interested in individuals -which raises some interesting questions about team games, but we may discuss that later. If we have a concern for someone's educational development it is very difficult to express such a concern without respecting them and their rights. So already such a philosophical anthropology draws with it certain values and commits us to doing certain things in practice.
A second value is one which we might call equality, or fairness, or justice; and it draws with it other subsidiary values. Anti-discrimination is one; and three examples are race, class and gender. If we seriously believe in fair play, if we seriously think that the athlete is a person who ought fully to understand and respect the conventions of fair play, it seems to follows that we have to take a stand on equality (racial, political, gender) and support equal opportunity and equal consideration initiatives in sport.
2.
The second way of applying this kind of approach is to notice that, if we have decided to which ethical principles we ought to be committed if we subscribe to the philosophical anthropology of Olympism, we are not out of the woods yet! For it still remains to be argued which principles are to be applied in what way to particular examples in ethical dispute. That is to say, there is still plenty of work for applied ethical argument to do here. How might all this be beneficially worked out in practice?
Example 1: The drugs issue
Is it permissible or wrong to take drugs in sport? A knee-jerk reaction is to say: drugs are wrong and should be banned, so we should set up an apparatus to police such a ban, and pursue, prosecute and punish offenders. Now, perhaps this is the right thing to do; but I'm asking that we should examine the values that underlie that conclusion, in order to establish whether they cohere with other values to which we claim to be committed. Does it, for example, respect the individual autonomy of the athlete to take decisions for him/herself?
The method here is to work back to the ethical aspects of the philosophical anthropology. If we really believe in that philosophical anthropology and in the values that it throws up, then we should seek to see them applied in practice. And if we're not going to support their practical application, then there ought to be a large question raised as to whether we fully believe in them. Here we see a punitive authoritarian response to an issue and not an educative response -so we have to ask how this can be squared with an interest in was educational development? I would rather appeal to drug users to consider the values within Olympism, and to try to square them with drug taking. I would want to ask someone who is taking drugs, 'is it fair to other competitors'? If the answer is no, then that might be why drug taking is wrong. Or I might say that taking drugs makes one an instrumentalist -a self-instrumentalist -in using one's own body as an instrument to success. If we are sincerely interested in human values such as respect for persons (which includes not using persons as a means to ends; but seeing them as ends in themselves) then it seems wrong for them to be used (even by themselves) as an instrument. Now, it may well appear to be naively idealistic to rely on education to solve all our problems (eventually); for in the meantime cheats may prosper. The point, though, is not that an educational approach denies to us an interim punitive option -but rather that any approach to the problem which does not include as primary an educational element will not serve the interests of sport as Olympism sees it. This is precisely what was defective in the approach of the Sports Council earlier this decade, which relied mainly on poorly evidenced (and therefore risible) death warnings, and threats of punitive action.
However, a positive feature of the debate about performance-enhancing drugs was that it forced everyone to think in ethical terms, and to appeal to ethical principles. But if we take these appeals seriously, and follow them through, there are some interesting consequences. Assume that drug-taking in sport is wrong. Now, ask the question: 'why is it wrong?' The answer we give to this question has to be in terms of an ethical principle that we claim to be central to our idea of sport, which drugtaking allegedly violates.
i.
The 'Natural' Athlete -the Track versus the Laboratory For example, some say that what is wrong with drug-taking is that it removes competition from the track to the laboratory. But, if we are to be consistent, we should note that the development of sports science in general promotes competition between physiology, psychology and biomechanics labs as support services for training. If we're so worried about removing the competition from the track to the lab, maybe we should look again at the ethical status of sports sciences more generally.
ii. Unfair Advantage or Inequality of Opportunity
Others say that what is wrong with drug-taking is that it confers an unfair advantage.
Notice that no-one can (sincerely) make this objection to drug-taking unless he is sincere in his commitment to sport as embodying fairness, and as disallowing unfair advantages as being against the idea of sport.
But many of those who hold this objection against drug-taking seem perfectly prepared to allow various kinds of very obviously unfair advantages. For example, only certain countries are able to generate and enjoy the fruits of developments in sports science; and only certain countries are able to take advantage of the knowledge and technology required for the production of specialised technical equipment. Is this fair? The company that produced the so-called 'moon-bikes' later shamelessly marketed them under the slogan: 'The Unfair Advantage'. And yet there are often very simple and cheap ways of equalising equipment, which might readily be explored by sports science.
Let's widen the issue: it seems to me a fact that international competition is grossly unfair, because some countries have the resources to enhance the performance of their athletes, and some don't. Those nurtured within advanced systems might take time to consider the extent to which their performances are a function not just of their abilities as individual sportspeople but also of the social context within which they have been nurtured. Have not their performances been enhanced? Are not their advantages unfair?
iii. Rule-Breaking, or Cheating
Others say that drug-taking is wrong simply because it is against the rules of competition. But pace-making is against the rules of the IAAF, although it is allowed so as to facilitate record-breaking attempts in the commercial promotion of media spectacle, and no-one is disqualified. In fact, runners can earn large fees for performing this 'service'.
In a world where the values of sport are sometimes forgotten under the pressures of medal-winning and the marketplace, it ill behoves those responsible to turn a moralistic eye on athletes. Why should athletes take any notice of moral exhortation when they see the true values lived and expressed by those around them?
iv. Conclusion
The drugs debate has made everyone stand on ethical principle. But think how sport might develop (what it might become) if those principles were not merely used opportunistically over the drugs issue, but rather were acted upon consistently in the interests of truly fair competition and equality of opportunity.
I think that there is an opportunity here to open up debate again about the ethical basis of sport, so that our sports practice (and the sports science and training theory that support it) becomes rooted in firm principles that encapsulate what we think sport should be.
Example 2: Equality
If we really do believe in equality, that belief commits us also to anti-discrimination. People should be treated equally unless there is a good reason why not. But if we really do believe in anti-discrimination then we should be keen to see the idea applied in practice. On the race issue in South Africa, it was quite clear that there was racial discrimination -the Group Areas Act was quite explicitly a racially divisive act, whose intention was to reserve certain privileged conditions (including those in the field of sport) for those of a certain race.
If our professed commitments are against that kind of thing, then we have to oppose it in practice. If it is so blatant, then we have to oppose it bluntly, and to the credit of the IOC that's what its members did. They didn't say: "We don't like your politics and we don't play with people whose politics we don't like". (For if we all said that no-one would play with anyone!) They said instead: "We can't play sport with people who don't play sport properly; and you can't play sport properly unless you have equality of opportunity and equality of consideration."
A related example: why is it then that in the case of those countries who do not permit their women to participate at all, the IOC permits their men to participate in the Olympic Games? If we really believe in Olympism as philosophical anthropology and the values it generates of equality, justice, fairness to all, we do not appear to have a very good answer at present. This is a very thorny issue for the IOC and its President. It brings up the difficult matter of the definition of equality; and of contesting approaches to equality of opportunity and consideration. I have here the space merely to raise these questions, not to discuss them: What is wrong with separate development? What is wrong with promoting the equal development of women's sport whilst not allowing men to compete alongside them, in the same meetings and events?
Another example: social class. If we are really committed to equality and fairness then we shall seek to eradicate distinctions on the basis of social class that have consequences for equal participation; and in my view that is what the amateurism debate was all about. It was about an historically generated class-based idea of who should be allowed participate at what. Years ago, only officers and not those in other ranks could participate in Olympic equestrian events. In order to overcome this rule, certain National Olympic Committees promoted team members to officer status for the period of the Games and then demoted them afterwards! The idea, I suppose, was that such inequalities should not have been permitted in practice, and deserved to be subverted. I don't say that I agree with this route to principle, since it involves the compromising of another principle -not to flout the rules -but the example makes the point.
Overview
In the above, I am seeking to recommend routes and strategies towards consistency in our principles, values, approaches and practices; and I have tried to suggest ways of thinking: either beginning from our basic values and trying to work them through to the conclusion; or beginning with an 'intuitive' conclusion and working all the way back to our principles, in order to see whether and how the one resonates with the other. In other words: we can ask whether and how a particular practice exemplifies the principles that we can discover in Olympism; or we can ask ourselves how would a person who is committed to Olympic principles approach a particular ethical issue like drug taking or anti-discrimination. These are powerful ways of interrogating both our principles and our intuitions for their practical adequacy.
I have tried to present an account of the Olympic Idea, and some examples of ethical aspects of the Olympic Movement. More importantly, though, I have tried to suggest, with examples, a systematic method of arriving at principled judgements about ethical matters through the values of Olympism. Our answers to our ethical dilemmas must resonate with some previously established set of values -in this case relating to the philosophical anthropological nature of Olympism. We should be trying to make an argumentative relationship, a reasoned relationship, between principles, values and practical outcomes.
There is no guarantee that even people who agree at the level of principle will agree on particular practical applications, since there are so many other variables. But at least we should be able to assess, from the various arguments, who has made a proper and consistent appeal to his own principles, which is at least an aid to clarity, and which might lead to the elucidation of moral issues. Hirst, too, has picked up the theme:
Practices, Virtues and Physical Education as Olympic Education
It is those practices that can constitute a flourishing life that I now consider fundamental to education (1992, p. 6) and he goes on to suggest that a curriculum should be organised in terms of 'significant practices'. However, just which practices constitute a flourishing life, or just which practices are to be deemed significant, remains opaque in his account. This paper has been an attempt to sketch out some considerations in favour of sport as a significant practice. I would like to conclude by suggesting that the practice of sport, informed by the philosophical anthropolgy of Olympism, offers a context and a route for PE teachers to achieve a number of important aims relating to moral education:
(a) to further their traditional concern for the whole person whilst working at the levels both of activity and of ideas (because the practical work can be seen as a kind of laboratory for value experiments) (b) to show coherence between approaches to practical and theoretical work (because the physical activity is designed as an example and exemplar of the ideas in practice) (c) to explore in upper years ideas implicit in work in lower years (because the practical work encapsulating the values and ideas can be taught well before the children are old enough to grasp the full intellectual content of the ideas)
Of course, still to be worked out in detail is an Olympic pedagogy, since we still stand in need of a specification of ways in which the above considerations will impact upon the actual content and procedures of the educational process.
However, confident in our ability to specify and achieve success in such working practices, I would wish to commend to teachers and coaches the principles of Olympism not just not just as historical anachronisms or moralising dogmas, nor as inert ideas to be passed on unthinkingly to students and athletes, but as living ideas which have the power to remake our notions of sport in education, seeing sport not as mere physical activity but as the purposeful physical activity of an educated and ethical individual, aiming at the cultivation of virtuous dispositions.
Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the British Olympic Academy, March, 1997, and at the International Olympic Academy, June, 1997. My thanks go to all those who contributed to the vigorous and challenging discussion of the ideas presented, from which this paper has benefited.
Notes

1.
This opening section draws on earlier versions, especially Parry, 1989; and 1994, pp. 181-2. 2.
See, for example : Laemmer 1987; Segrave 1988 , Young 1984 , Parry, 1988a 
3.
Grupe's title is in quotation marks because it was taken (without attribution) from a letter of de Coubertin's (1918c, Letter IV, p55 ): "Olympism is not a system; it is a state of mind." 4.
Grupe tells us that Lenk had added 'humanius' -but actually, at this reference, Lenk also includes pulchrius (more beautiful) "to correspond to the five Olympic rings" (1982b, p.228).
5.
This is such an important theme, with consequences for the development of a morally educative sport, that it deserves separate consideration; and I intend to address it elsewhere. 6.
We are working at second and third hand here, but if this is an accurate record of de Coubertin's report of the bishop's words, then one of them has failed to heed de Coubertin's warning against confusing an Olympiad with its Games (see the second paragraph of the second section of this paper).
7.
This sounds a very strange sentence these days! But Brundage's obsessive anti-commercialism was rigorously applied, especially in the case of the individual athlete, and drew the sobriquets 'Slavery Avery' and 'Bondage Brundage'. 8.
This raises the interesting question of just what the differences are between sociology and social anthropology. For starters, anyway, it seems that, if I'm British and I investigate Britain, I'm called a sociologist -but if I'm British and investigate a group of people whose lives, language, culture and ideas are foreign to me I'm called a social anthropologist. 9.
This point is given classical reference by de Coubertin (1918a, p44 See, e.g., Steenbergen J and Tambooer J (1998, p. 44) 
11.
Similarly, Arnold has outlined a 'practice view' of sport from a MacIntyrean perspective (1992, pp. 237-240) ; and the idea of 'sporting practices' has been developed by McNamee (1995) .
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